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See your risks across email, 
domains, certificates and 
external-facing assets in 

real-time.

Continuous 
visibility

The Red Sift Pulse Platform

Generative AI and deep 
learning help your team take 
action on the most pressing 
risks facing your business.

Information 
to take action

Data sharing across apps 
simplifies management of risks 
and threats, and keeps all your 

applications up to date.

The only platform that brings together massive scale cybersecurity intelligence, 
powerful AI and interoperable apps in one unified place to put security teams on the 
path to cyber resilience. 

Why 1,000+ security teams choose Red Sift

Shared 
intelligence

How the Red Sift Pulse Platform works

An unmatched data foundation
The Red Sift Pulse Platform ingests 
terabytes of cybersecurity intelligence 
every day so teams can get complete 
visibility into what’s most important, in 
real-time.

Data becomes insight with 
generative AI
AI models that are custom built to solve a 
specific problem – like logo detection or 
domain name transformations – that 
would otherwise require significant 
cognitive load and time from operators. 

Integrates with your stack

Red Sift integrates with the tools you 
love and use already. Our light-touch 
integrations and REST API make it easy 
to get started with little integration or 
risk of disruption.
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Protect your brand with 
Red Sift Brand Trust
Red Sift Brand Trust discovers and 
monitors fraudulent domains that are 
imitating your legitimate brand so you 
can stop lookalike attacks and brand 
abuse. 

Defend against BEC with 
Red Sift OnDMARC
Award-winning, cloud-based DMARC, 
DKIM, SPF and MTA-STS configuration 
and management to stop unauthorized 
use of your email sending domains. 

Stop PKI related security risk 
with Red Sift Certificates
Market-leading certificate discovery, 
monitoring and management gives 
you complete visibility into certificates 
across your entire organization.

Visualize the attack surface 
with Red Sift ASM
Automated, continuous attack surface 
management (ASM) to give you a 
comprehensive view into 
external-facing and cloud assets. 

Interoperable applications for 
complete protection
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Red Sift is trusted by industry leaders

Red Sift Pulse Platform architecture

Red Sift helps 1,000+ customers around the world

Cloud assets

Red Sift data sources

● Email authentications
● Spam trap feeds
● CT Logs

Your data 
sources

Integrate with 
all your tools, 
including

Red Sift applications

Certificates

Domains

Email

SOC Tools

Alerts & Ticketing

Marketing Automation

API-first foundation

Redundant & scalable cloud architecture

Narrow, generative AI applications

Unified asset inventory

Shared data layer

● Domain & subdomain 
registrations

● Passive DNS & DNS records

● Who is records
● Zone transfers & zone file 

uploads 
● and more! 

Ready to chat?
See how the world’s most secure companies use Red 
Sift to power their cyber resilience at redsift.com.

http://redsift.com
http://redsift.com

